Over the past few decades, the classification system of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) variants has witnessed tremendous and ongoing refinement driven by genomic profiling and morphological correlation that have provided valuable insights into tumor biology and characterization of this heterogeneous subset of tumors. The importance of accurate classification cannot be understated given the downstream impact on treatment decisions, risk stratification, and need for genetic testing. While the morphologic heterogeneity across these tumors is increasingly being recognized, all non-clear-cell RCCs are commonly categorized under one therapeutic category with management strategies that largely derive from clear-cell RCCs. As research in metastatic RCC progresses, there is a growing focus on rare subtypes and unclassified tumors, which is rapidly changing the treatment paradigm for non-clear-cell RCC. This review focuses on the histomorphologic diagnostic challenges of unclassified RCCs discussing the utility of contemporary diagnostic tools. It further discusses the current state of knowledge and guidelines for management of this class of tumors.
Introduction
Among the earliest classifications of renal cell carcinoma (RCC), the Mainz Classification was based on morphologic similarities of the tumor to the normal renal cellular compartments. 1 Better understanding of the genetics of RCCs prompted the Heidelberg 2 and Rochester Classifications 3 that laid the modern foundation that evolved through the WHO 2004, 4 International Society of Urological Pathology (ISUP) Vancouver 2012, 5 and finally the contemporary WHO 2016 classification. 6 While the number of recognized subtypes of renal tumors has increased threefold in the process, a subset of tumors that remain to be fully characterized by morphology, immunohistochemistry, and molecular studies were retained as emerging entities. While these classification systems have provided a more robust classification of adult renal epithelial tumors, there remains a class of tumors that defy morphologic and immunohistochemical classification into the recognized more common types of RCC and are grouped into a separate category of unclassified RCC. While frustrating from a diagnostic and management standpoint, retaining this diagnostic category provides an opportunity for future studies and further characterization.
Unclassified RCCs comprise a significant proportion of adult renal epithelial tumors, accounting for 2%-6% 7, 8 of RCCs. We note that these estimates of relative prevalence come from several referral centers with a population enriched for aggressive, high-grade tumors. However, in recent years, recognizing the diagnostic challenges
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Unclassified RCC, as defined by WHO 2016 Classification of the kidney, 6 is a diagnostic category used for renal tumors that do not fit into any of the well-recognized subtypes and includes admixed patterns of more than one recognized subtype; unclassified oncocytic neoplasms or tumors with pure sarcomatoid histology. Besides these, other morphologic patterns that may be encountered in such lesions include mucin production, mixtures of epithelial and stromal elements and unrecognizable cell types. With increasing recognition of morphologic overlap between clear cell, papillary, and oncocytic subtypes, the spectrum of morphologic patterns across unclassified RCCs has also expanded to be increasingly inclusive of both low-and high-grade histologic tumors. 10 As such, unclassified RCC remains a diagnosis of exclusion, entailing meticulous gross evaluation and sampling, careful search for foci of recognizable histologic subtypes, and judicious incorporation of contemporary diagnostic tools in the workup to complement the morphologic assessment.
Clinical significance
While unclassified RCCs with low-grade histology have an indolent behavior, cases with high-grade histologic features comprise a large proportion of this category and are associated with a worse prognosis as compared to conventional clear-cell RCCs (ccRCC). Established histomorphologic features that are used for prognostic stratification for conventional subtypes of RCCs such as ISUP/Fuhrman nuclear grade, sarcomatoid change, coagulative necrosis, vascular invasion, tumor size, and TNM stage have been shown to correlate well with disease-specific survival for this subset of tumors, with tumor size and recurrence being independent predictors of disease-free and cancer-specific survival, respectively. In the current era, similar results are seen across partial nephrectomies wherein histologic subtypes impact recurrence-free and overall survival (OS), with unclassified RCCs demonstrating the lowest OS for all stages. 7 
Approach to diagnosis
Unclassified RCCs are a histologically heterogeneous category of tumors, many of which are high-grade and highstage tumors with poor outcomes. However, this tumor also includes low-grade tumors, 8 for which the differential diagnosis differs. The diagnostic approach to these tumors is often aided by recognizing the underlying morphologic pattern across the tumor, assessment of the predominant cell type, a search for a minor component showing the pattern of a conventional diagnostic category, and judicious use of ancillary diagnostic assays. While clear cell, oncocytic/eosinophilic, and mucinous are the main cell types that may be seen in these tumors, papillary, sarcomatoid, nested, solid, tubular, and tubulopapillary architectures are also seen. 10 These cell types and patterns can be used to guide further workup of these tumors as discussed subsequently. Recognizing that patterns may sometimes overlap across these categories in tumors, to organize this discussion, we will entertain tumors with a 1) clear-cell morphology and/or papillary features, 2) eosinophilic/oncocytic neoplasms, 3) tumors with highgrade distal nephron adenocarcinoma morphology, and 4) sarcomatoid tumors. Characteristic morphologic features and useful diagnostic tests for RCC subtypes are listed in Table 1 .
Clear-cell morphology and/or papillary features ccRCC is the most frequent adult renal epithelial tumor. 8 From a diagnostic and therapeutic point, its recognition is important, because of inherently aggressive biology with predilection to metastasize to unusual sites years after primary treatment. Most salient currently is the fact that for the purpose of therapeutic management, recent US National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines divide renal carcinomas into "clear-cell" and "non-clear-cell" groups. 11 Therefore, differentiating ccRCCs from other RCCs is increasingly critical.
A clear-cell pattern ( Figure 1A -H), while most frequently seen in conventional ccRCCs, may also be seen in other tumor types such as clear-cell papillary RCC (pRCC), microphthalmia transcription factor family translocation RCC (MiTF-RCC), chromophobe RCC, tuberous sclerosis (TSC)-associated RCC, urothelial carcinomas (UCs) of the upper urothelial tract, and metastatic tumors, and as nonspecific clearing in other tumors. Perivasular epitheloid cell tumors (PEComas), though not epithelial neoplasms, frequently show a clear-cell change and are in the differential. The morphological features of these are discussed in subsequent paragraphs. 
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Unclassified renal carcinomas nests, or solid sheets surrounded by a delicate branching fibrovascular network. The vascular pattern is very characteristic of ccRCCs and is preserved in many high-grade tumors and even metastatic lesions. In fact, recognition of this vascular pattern is often an important clue in establishing a diagnosis of ccRCC in the absence of other diagnostic features. These features may be lost in high-grade tumors which can exhibit a spectrum of changes overlapping with other subtypes including granular/eosinophilic cytoplasm, papillary/pseudopapillary architecture, and sarcomatoid or rhabdoid features. It may be retained in cases where many of the tumor cells have undergone necrosis or otherwise involuted, leaving a vascular pseudohemangiomatous pattern. 12 Diagnosis in challenging cases can be aided by immunoreactivity for broad-spectrum keratins, vimentin, CD10, and diffuse circumferential expression of CA-IX; while being negative for CD117 and Ksp Cadherin. 13 Circumferential membranous CA-IX staining may be retained, albeit focally even in high-grade and sarcomatoid tumors and lends support to the diagnosis.
Differential diagnosis of low-grade ccRCCs includes two entities associated with excellent prognosis: multilocular cystic renal neoplasm of low malignant potential and clear-cell pRCC. 6, 14 The former is distinguished from a predominantly cystic ccRCC based on the absence of expansile nests of tumor cells on evaluation of entire lesional tissue.
Clear-cell pRCC
Clear-cell pRCCs share overlapping morphology with clear cell and pRCCs. As the name suggests, it is composed of clear cells arranged in a papillary configuration, although other patterns such as cystic, solid, acinar, and tubular patterns may be seen ( Figure 1E ). The diagnostic hallmark of this lesion is the linear arrangement of low-grade nuclei, displaced apically away from the basement membrane, although this feature may be subtle. Cytologic atypia, necrosis, foamy macrophages, and aggressive features such as vascular invasion are characteristically absent. A diffuse cuplike or basolateral membranous staining pattern of CA-IX and diffuse cytokeratin (CK) 7 and high molecular weight cytokeratin (HMWCK) positivity with negative racemase are supportive of the diagnosis. 13 Recent studies have also described potential utility of Cyclin D1 15 and GATA 3 16 as markers for this RCC subtype. 
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Sirohi et al Clear-cell pRCC shares overlapping morphologic and immunohistochemical features with TCEB1-mutated RCC, 17 RCC with leiomyomatous stroma, and renal angiomyoadenomatous tumor (RAT). The latter two are characterized by proliferation of clear cells with varied architectural pattern in a dense fibromuscular stroma or angioleiomyoma-like stroma ( Figure 1F ). Although there is extensive morphologic overlap among these entities, the underlying genetic alterations are different, with tumors with RAT morphology sharing a frequent mutation in TCEB1 gene. With the current understanding of these tumors, it is uncertain at present if these are distinct entities and are considered to be tumors along a spectrum. 18 Renal carcinomas with papillary architecture While a papillary architecture is, on its face, quite suggestive of conventional pRCC, it is not unique to them and may be seen in other subtypes such as MiTF-RCC, collecting duct carcinoma (CDC), fumarate hydratase (FH)-deficient RCCs such as that arise in hereditary leiomyomatosis and renal cell carcinoma syndrome (HLRCC-RCC) and unclassified RCC. Focal papillary and pseudopapillary patterns may also be seen in high-grade ccRCCs. Conventional pRCCs are well circumscribed and encapsulated tumors that are classified into so-called type 1 and type 2 patterns that have been shown to be distinct molecular entities. While gains of chromosomes 7 and 17 as well as MET alterations are seen in type 1 tumors, type 2 is increasingly recognized to represent a very distinct (from conventional pRCC) but quite heterogeneous group containing at least three distinct molecular clusters. These include tumors with molecular alterations involving the NRF2-ARE pathway, chromatin-modifying genes, TFE3 fusions, CDKN2A silencing, and CpG island methylator phenotype. 19 
Types 1 and 2 pRCC
Type 1 tumors, increasingly recognized to represent the typical and conventional archetype of pRCC, characteristically show a papillary pattern with delicate fibrovascular cores, lined by small-to-medium-sized cuboidal cells with irregular nuclear membranes and variably prominent nucleoli ( Figure 2A ). Fused papillae may impart a solid appearance, and oncocytic cells may be seen occasionally. Histiocytes and macrophages are frequently seen within the fibrovasular cores. In contrast, type 2 pRCCs are a morphologically and molecularly heterogeneous category as elucidated by the TCGA sequencing datasets. As such, type 2 pRCC remains a diagnosis of exclusion. In prototypical cases, the papillary structures are lined by mediumto-large cells with abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm that may demonstrate clearing, irregular pseudostratified nuclei, and prominent nucleoli ( Figure 2B , C). pRCCs are positive for racemase, generally including both type 1 and type 2, with CK7 positive in lower grade type 1 tumors. Variable 
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Unclassified renal carcinomas positivity for CD10 is noted, while pRCCs are negative for CA-IX.
MiTF-family translocation RCC (MiTF-RCC)
MiTF-RCCs are a group of tumors characterized by recurrent rearrangements of TFE3 (at the Xp11 locus) or TFEB (at the 6p21 locus) genes, both of which are members of the MiT family of transcription factors. They share variable morphologic features that overlap considerably with other subtypes, including both clear cell and pRCCs. Hence, they are frequently considered in the differential diagnosis of renal tumors with clear cell and/or papillary features. Xp11.2 RCCs were originally described in children but are increasingly diagnosed in adults, a setting in which some series have observed more aggressive clinical behavior. 20 These tumors demonstrate a varied morphologic spectrum, which seems somewhat correlated with which fusion gene partner is involved in the rearrangement. ASPL-TFE3 translocation RCC have papillary/pseudopapillary, nested or alveolar appearance with high-grade nuclei, voluminous clear to granular cytoplasm, and psammomatous calcifications ( Figure 2B,C) . On the other hand, tumors with PRCC-TFE3 rearrangement tend to have more of a nested, papillary, or compact architecture, with less abundant cytoplasm and lower grade nuclei. 20, 21 TFEB or t(6;11) translocation RCCs are more indolent tumors characterized by TFEB gene fusion with Alpha gene. They are usually biphasic tumors composed of large epithelioid cells with clear to eosinophilic cells and a "second population" of smaller cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm and hyperchromatic nuclei forming rosette-like structures within basement membrane-like material. 21 The immunohistochemical profile of this family of tumors includes negative/patchy staining with broad-spectrum epithelial markers (pancytokeratin AE1/3, epithelial membrane antigen), negative/focal CA-IX, and positive staining with melanocytic markers HMB45, Melan-A, MiTF, and less frequently S-100. This overall pattern is seen irrespective of whether carcinomas show TFE3 or TFEB rearrangements, though often TFEB-rearranged carcinomas show quite strong expression of melanocytic markers. Cathepsin K, an osteoclast-associated protein that is also expressed with melanocytic differentiation, is an emerging marker that among renal epithelial neoplasms is quite specific for translocation RCCs, with the caveat that it is also positive in PEComas. Although immunostains for TFE3 and TFEB are available, they lack sensitivity and are technically difficult to optimize. Dual-color break-apart fluorescence in situ hybridization assays for TFE3 and TFEB rearrangements are very sensitive and specific for confirming the diagnosis. 22, 23 To summarize, a judicious morphological and/or immunohistochemical approach incorporating broad-spectrum cytokeratins and CAIX should guide the evaluation of tumors with clear cell and/or papillary features before designating a renal neoplasm as unclassified. While working up these tumors, it is important to be cognizant of the fact that while ccRCCs and MiTF-RCC are at the aggressive end of the clinical spectrum, clear-cell pRCCs and multilocular cystic renal neoplasm of low malignant potential behave more like benign neoplasms and are considered as neoplasms of uncertain malignant potential. Moreover, as discussed subsequently, ccRCCs stand apart from the non-clear cell carcinomas from a treatment standpoint.
Oncocytic/eosinophilic tumors
Tumors with oncocytic/eosinophilic cells ( Figure 2D -F) span a range of conventional and recently described entities 
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Sirohi et al with low-and high-grade morphologies that include oncocytoma, eosinophilic variant of chromophobe RCC, ccRCC with eosinophilic/granular cells, high-grade renal epithelial neoplasms with rhabdoid differentiation, succinate dehydrogenase (SDH)-deficient RCCs, TSC-associated RCCs, eosinophilic, solid, and cystic (ESC)-RCCs, tubulocystic RCCs, and epithelioid angiomyolipomas (PEComas). Besides these, some low-grade oncocytic neoplasms remain unclassified and differ from oncocytoma in having a denser nested or solid architecture without the characteristic myxoid/hyalinized background. In recent studies and in our experience, renal neoplasms with oncocytic/eosinophilic cytoplasm are among the most challenging, diagnostically. 10 The prototypic oncocytic renal tumor, oncocytoma, requires a stringent set of morphologic criteria, of small nests of cells in a myxoid or hyalinized stroma, with uniform round nuclei that may have prominent nucleoli, while lacking significant areas of clear cells, papillary formation, or necrosis 24 ( Figure 2E ). Although degenerative-type atypia and areas of increased cellularity and proliferation may be seen, mitoses are usually absent or rare. Benign renal tubules may be entrapped at the periphery.
Oncocytomas show significant morphologic overlap with eosinophilic variant of chromophobe RCC and tumors with hybrid chromophobe and oncocytic morphology that augment the diagnostic challenges in borderline tumors and small biopsies. Differences in diagnostic criteria and reporting practices for these tumors are also seen among experts. 25 While understanding the limitations around their diagnosis, the differentiation between oncocytoma from chromophobe carcinomas largely relies on cytologic features. The cells of chromophobe tumors have abundant cytoplasm with prominent cell borders, imparting a plant cell walllike appearance. Also, very characteristics are perinuclear halos and wrinkled nuclear membranes with "raisinoid" or pseudokoilocytic nuclei (Figures 1H and 2D ). Both oncocytoma and chromophobe RCCs are positive for CD117. CK7 is typically diffusely positive in chromophobe, while negative or focal in scattered cells in oncocytoma. Hybrid tumors with overlapping features of renal oncocytoma and eosinophilic chromophobe RCCs, though recognized to be a part of the spectrum of Birt-Hogg-Dubé syndrome and renal oncocytosis, are not a distinct category in the WHO 2016 classification.
Rhabdoid differentiation, which is a high-grade (ISUP grade 4) pattern that may be demonstrated by many different types of RCC, consists of cells, usually enlarged with eccentric, high-grade nuclei with prominent nucleoli displaced by dense cytoplasmic eosinophilic inclusions ( Figure 1D ) and may mimic oncocytic change. The result is a cytologic pattern that resembles cells (substantially enlarged) as of a rhabdoid tumor of the kidney or even rhabdomyoblasts. Finding even focal areas showing characteristic morphology can establish the RCC type of origin, and additional sampling may be useful in arriving at a classification.
More recently described entities in this differential include SDH-deficient RCCs, such as that arise in the hereditary paraganglioma/pheochromocytoma syndromes (PGL1-4) or Carney Stratakis syndrome (with GISTs), in patients harboring germline mutation of SDH subunit genes. These are generally eosinophilic tumors, solid, nested, or tubular, with prominent cytoplasmic vacuoles, some of which show almost inclusion-like spaces containing eosinophilic fluid or flocculent material (26) ( Figure 2F ). They have round nuclei with neuroendocrine-like chromatin, intratumoral mast cells, and entrapped benign renal tubules. 26, 27 Although microcysts may be seen, macrocysts such as those seen in ESC-RCCs and tubuolocystic RCCs are unusual. Biphasic morphology overlapping with t(6;11) RCC 9 may be seen. In clinical practice, screening for SDH deficiency is done by SDHB immunohistochemical stain which also identifies deficiencies in other subunits of the enzyme (SDHA, SDHC, SDHD, SDHAF2) that result in destabilization of the SDH complex. A specific antibody against SDHA is also available to detect deficiency of this enzyme. 28 TSC complex (TSC) is a multiorgan neoplastic predisposition syndrome with numerous manifestations that include, in the kidney, angiomyolipomas (AML) and RCCs. The RCCs arising in Tuberous Sclerosis can have three distinct patterns: RAT-like, chromophobe-like, and a granular eosinophilic type. 29 RAT-like and granular eosinophilic type may be considered in the differential of translocation RCCs.
Based on experience with the granular eosinophilic tumors of TSC, an indolent tumor morphologically similar to TSC-associated RCC has been recently described in female patients with no clinical features/associations of TSC. Named after the morphologic spectrum seen in this entity, ESC- 
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Unclassified renal carcinomas in ESC-RCC. These tumors are at least focally positive for CK20, with a characteristic CK20-positive/CK7-negative immunophenotype.
Although not an epithelial neoplasm, epithelioid AML (PEComa) can have clear and eosinophilic cells arranged in nests, alveolar-like patterns, or solid sheets, and may demonstrate atypia and mitoses. Significant amounts of adipose, smooth muscle, and vascular differentiation are lacking, essentially by definition, as authors have generally used a high threshold (>80%) in terms of predominance of epithelioid pattern for their diagnosis. Similar to conventional AMLs, they express HMB-45, Melan-A, and Cathepsin K, and therefore can have significant morphologic and immunophenotypic overlap with MiTF-RCC. However, epithelioid AMLs are negative for keratins and PAX8 and express smooth muscle actin.
Thus, in the end, oncocytic renal neoplasms remain a significant area of challenge between new entities and unclassified oncocytic tumors. The overall approach should focus on documentation that the tumor represents bona fide RCC using markers such as PAX8 and keratin, excluding PEComa and other tumors, and then on establishing a tumor in the oncocytic class, especially with markers such as CD117 or KSP-cadherin. Especially in young patients, pathologists should consider recently described entities, consider any evidence of a syndromal context, and have a low threshold for performing FH, SDHB, and CK20 IHC, with consideration of FH-and SDH-deficient RCCs, or ESC-RCCs, respectively. 
High-grade distal nephron adenocarcinoma morphology
A group of high-grade renal cell tumors, centered in the renal medulla with overlapping adenocarcinomatous morphology, includes CDC and renal medullary carcinoma (RMC). Even more challenging, these tumors share striking morphologic overlap with recently characterized FH-deficient RCCs. The latter tumors generally arise in the syndrome of HLRCC, with cutaneous and uterine leiomyomatosis and germline mutations in the FH gene. The high-grade kidney tumors in this syndrome show an infiltrative adenocarcinomatous pattern overlapping with CDC and RMC, though their relation to the collecting system of the distal nephron, per se, remains unclear.
In FH-deficient RCCs, enzymatic FH deficiency results in intracellular accumulation of aberrantly succinated proteins, driving pseudohypoxic signaling and aberrant chromatin and DNA methylation. 31 Most cases with FH mutation demonstrate loss of expression of FH itself by immunohistochemistry, as well as aberrant expression of 2 succinyl-cysteine (2SC) on cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins, useful in confirming the diagnosis. FH-deficient RCCs have a wide spectrum of morphologic patterns 32 that overlap with CDC and RMC, with intracystic papillary pattern with prominent stromal hyalinization ( Figure  3A ) and tubulocystic patterns ( Figure 3B ) being the most specific to this tumor type. Prominent viral inclusion-like nucleoli with perinuclear halos have been described as a very sensitive but not specific feature characteristic of the FH-deficient RCCs of HLRCC, and may also be focally seen in RMC and CDC. CDC is an aggressive, infiltrative, and high-grade neoplasm arising in the medulla. A diagnosis of CDC requires a tubular, solid, or papillary adenocarcinoma, with high-grade cytology, infiltrative growth pattern, and a desmoplastic stromal reaction ( Figure 3C ), and at least focally involving the renal medulla in the absence of any other recognizable RCC subtype. 6 Renal intratubular dysplasia involving adjacent tubules may be identified and seems to be a relatively specific feature. A diagnosis of CDC requires careful exclusion of RMC, FH-deficient RCC, UCs of upper tract, and metastatic carcinomas. Specifically, exclusion of UC of the upper urothelial tract is important because of treatment implications necessitating a nephroureterectomy with bladder cuff for UCs vs just a nephrectomy alone for primary RCC. 
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Sirohi et al RMC are high-grade tumors with poorly differentiated glands infiltrating an inflammatory, myxoid, or desmoplastic stroma in individuals with sickle cell trait/disease. Other patterns that may be seen include reticular yolk sac and sievelike/cribriform patterns ( Figure 3D) . Evidence of sickle cell disease or trait either as sickled erythrocytes (drepanocytes) in histologic sections or clinical or laboratory evidence of a hemoglobinopathy is supportive of the diagnosis. Further confirmation of the diagnosis may be supported by biallelic inactivation of SMARCB1 (INI-1) through deletion and/or genomic rearrangements, with overexpression of POU5F1 (Oct3/4) with widely available immunohistochemical assays. Although INI-1 loss is characteristically seen in RMC, it has been reported to occur in up to 15% of CDC, though the degree of exclusion of hemoglobinopathy in such cases is unclear. 33 As such, when considering a diagnosis of CDC in this setting, the possibility of a clinically occult hemoglobinopathy should be raised with the clinical team to ensure further evaluation. 34 Differentiating a primary renal carcinoma from a metastatic or UC of the upper urothelial tract requires careful clinicopathologic correlation incorporating a good history and judicious use of contemporary immunostains. While PAX8 positivity favors a renal primary, especially if gynecologic and thyroidal tumors are excluded, it may also be seen in up to 10%-20% of upper tract UCs, although it is usually weak and patchy. 35 p63, GATA3, and uroplakin 2 positivity, on the other hand, favors a primary UC. 36 Overall, it is our experience that correlation with clinical findings, any endoscopic examinations, and cytology samples, taken with extensive sampling of the pelvicalyceal mucosa, can resolve nearly all cases providing diagnostic challenge between RCC and UC. 36 Thus, in consideration of diagnosis of an unclassified RCC with poorly differentiated adenocarcinomatous morphology vs CDC and RMC, we recommend rigorous exclusion of UC and metastasis and clinical correlation with any hemoglobinopathy. Use of SMARCB1 immunohistochemistry can be quite helpful, but we have noted that bona fide unclassified RCCs with medullary phenotype occur. 37 To guide resource-conscious workup, we have recently studied the morphologic overlap of eight patterns across CDC, RMC, and FH-deficient RCC, highlighting the importance of recognition of a sieve-like/cribriform and reticular/yolk sac tumor-like pattern favoring a diagnosis of RMC, while intracystic papillary and tubulocystic patterns favored FHdeficient RCCs, and multinodular infiltrating pattern with dysplastic intratubular in situ changes favoring CDC. 32 After exclusion of these recognized types, and unclassified carcinoma, remains the favored diagnosis.
Sarcomatoid RCCs
Although not a distinct diagnostic entity, sarcomatoid morphology can be seen across different subtypes of RCCs, being present in about 26% of patients with T4 disease. 38 The differential diagnosis for predominantly spindled renal carcinomas includes sarcomatoid carcinomas arising in a background of one of the known subtypes, angiomyolipoma and retroperitoneal sarcomas, secondarily involving the kidney. These tumors require adequate sampling for identification of an underlying epithelial component and use of immunohistochemical stains to support a renal epithelial origin while excluding the possibility of primary retroperitoneal sarcomas that may extend to involve the kidney. Angiomyolipoma may have a predominantly spindled morphology and is previously discussed.
In conclusion, a diagnosis of unclassified RCC requires a comprehensive and systematic workup to exclude established diagnostic categories. With increasing availability of next-generation sequencing assays, a number of aggressive, high-grade, and unclassified renal tumors are being submitted to identify therapeutic targets and/or for diagnostic purpose. While clarifying the underlying alterations across different subtypes, in some studies, these have also proved to be efficacious in identifying molecular alterations across 76% [39] [40] [41] of previously unclassified renal carcinomas.
Treatment modalities
Molecular characterization of unclassified RCCs demonstrates many shared underlying genomic alterations compared with ccRCCs such as TP53 alterations, MTOR mutations, and NF2 mutations, while there are distinct differences such as lack of VHL alterations with unclassified RCC compared to ccRCC. [39] [40] [41] These molecular differences support the variation in prognosis between ccRCC and non-clear-cell RCC in clinical practice. Despite this difference, NCCN guidelines generally suggest similar treatment recommendations between these two categories.
Treatment strategies for unclassified RCC are determined by tumor stage, amenability to resection, and comorbidities, similar to ccRCC. For localized disease, defined as stages I-III, surgical resection remains the preferred treatment irrespective of the histologic type, including unclassified RCC. For localized disease, partial nephrectomy (PN) has been shown to have comparable outcomes to radical nephrectomy (RN). As such, a PN is recommended for small, localized 
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Unclassified renal carcinomas tumors amenable to this approach. PN offers the advantage of preserving renal function and decreased overall mortality 42 regardless of tumor histology and reduced frequency of chronic kidney disease. RN is the treatment of choice for locally advanced tumors that are not surgically amenable to PN and tumors extending into inferior vena cava. Alternate options for localized disease include active surveillance or nephron-sparing approaches such as cryoablation for patient unfit for surgery. Cryoablation has a relatively low rate of complications even in patients unfit for surgery. It does have a higher rate of local treatment failure compared with nephrectomy, so it is not recommended for patients who are surgical candidates. [42] [43] [44] There is no defined role for adjuvant therapy in patients with localized non-clear-cell RCC as there have not been any studies conducted in this setting. Active surveillance has not been specifically studied in the context of non-clear-cell RCC. However, Lane et al 45 evaluated the OS of 537 patients with localized RCC who were ≥75 years old with tumors ≤7 cm and were treated with nephrectomy vs any nephron-sparing approach vs active surveillance. In their study, the 5-year OS was 72% (95% CI, 63%-80%) with nephrectomy, 76% (95% CI, 69%-81%) with a nephron-sparing intervention, and 58% (95% CI, 46%-69%) with active surveillance for T1a or T1b tumors. There was no association identified between treatment type and OS in all patients, regardless of tumor stage (P=0.3) in the multivariate model after accounting for age and comorbidities. In their study, only 2.3% of patients underwent a biopsy so many of these patients presumably had non-clear-cell RCC. This suggests that active surveillance may be an appropriate treatment strategy for non-clear-cell RCC in selected patients.
Neoadjuvant therapy with vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-tyrosine kinase inhibition (VEGFR-TKI) therapy has been tested in phase II clinical trials for localized ccRCC as a method of facilitating partial or complete nephrectomies in patients who otherwise are ineligible for these surgeries. Patients consistently have experienced relatively small reductions in tumor volume, [46] [47] [48] but this may be effective in facilitating these surgeries in some patients who otherwise would not be eligible. However, this strategy has not been validated in randomized phase III clinical trials, nor has it been conducted in the setting of non-clear-cell RCC. Additionally, this strategy has not been demonstrated to increase the metastasis-free survival or OS. Therefore, neoadjuvant therapy with VEGFR-TKI therapy is not a recommended treatment strategy at this time. No studies have been completed in the neoadjuvant setting using immunotherapy approaches to date, so this is also not a recommended treatment strategy at this time.
The role for cytoreductive nephrectomy in the setting of metastatic disease is controversial. There are no randomized phase III studies on non-clear-cell RCC evaluating this issue. Recently, the CARMENA study was reported, addressing this question in ccRCC. Patients treated with nephrectomy in combination with sunitinib has inferior OS (13.9 months) compared to patients treated with sunitinib alone (18.4 months), though the two arms were found to be non-inferior (stratified hazard ratio for death, 0.89; 95% CI, 0.71-1.10; upper boundary of the 95% CI for noninferiority, ≤1.20). The role for cytoreductive nephrectomy in patients with non-clearcell RCC is unclear and should be approached with caution. It should only be considered for highly selected patients, 49 especially since many of these patients (for example, those with sarcomatoid or unclassified RCC) have a relatively poor prognosis compared to patients with ccRCC.
Systemic therapy is the cornerstone for surgically unresectable or advanced disease and for metastatic disease. The selection of systemic therapy is largely determined by the tumor histology categorized as ccRCC or non-clear-cell RCC (including unclassified RCC). 11 Clear cell is the predominant histologic type, so most clinical trials thus so far have included only patients with clear cell histology. Recently, a few clinical trials have been conducted in patients exclusively with non-clear-cell RCC, which provide valuable guidance into the optimal treatment for these patients. Selected ongoing prospective clinical trials in non-clear cell renal carcinoma are listed in Table 2 .
Sunitinib is a VEGFR-TKI inhibitor targeting plateletderived growth factor receptor, VEGF receptor, stem cell factor receptor (c-KIT), FMS-like tyrosine kinase (FLT-3), colony-stimulating factor (CSF-1R), and neurotrophic factor receptor (RET). It has been compared with everolimus (an mTOR antagonist) in two randomized studies, the ASPEN 50 and ESPN 51 trials. Both demonstrated improved progressionfree survival (PFS) and OS for sunitinib compared with everolimus and both studies included a significant proportion of patients with unclassified RCC (17.9% and 14.7%, respectively). The RECORD-3 study 52 also confirmed these findings. It is a cross-over study of 471 patients treated with sunitinib followed by everolimus compared with the reverse sequence. The everolimus-sunitinib arm was found to be inferior to the sunitinib-everolimus sequence regarding combined PFS with a median of 21.1 months vs 25.8 months, respectively (HR 1.3; 95% CI, 0.9-1.7) and OS with a median of 22.4 months and 32.0 months (HR, 1.2; 95% submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Sirohi et al CI, 0.9-1.6). This study included ccRCC and non-clear-cell patients (only 14%). Sunitinib is the preferred first-line option for advanced non-clear-cell RCC according to the NCCN recommendations. 11, 53 Other VEGFR-TKI therapies are also recommended for use in these patients and are supported by less robust data. For instance, pazopanib has also demonstrated activity in the first-line setting for non-clearcell RCC in an Italian retrospective 54 study of 37 patients, 8 of which had unclassified RCC (22%). Overall, 81% of patients had disease control defined as achieving a partial response or stable disease. The median PFS and OS were 15.9 months and 17.3 months, respectively. Cabozantinib, axitinib, bevacizumab, erlotinib, lenvatinib+everolimus, and sorafenib are also listed as approved VEGF-directed therapies for non-clear-cell RCC.
Temsirolimus is the only therapy listed in the NCCN guidelines which has been tested in a randomized phase 3 clinical trial for patients with non-clear-cell RCC. 55 Temsirolimus was compared with interferon-α in the ARCC trial. In a subgroup analysis evaluating 73 patients with non-clear-cell histology (18/73 with unclassified histology, 25%), treatment with temsirolimus compared with interferon-α demonstrated improvement in tumor reduction of any amount (68% vs 14%; no difference in objective response rate, however, at 12% vs 12%), improved PFS (7.0 months vs 1.8 months; HR 0.38, 95% CI 0.23-0.62) and improved OS (11.6 months vs 4.3 months; HR 0.49, 95% CI 0.29-0.85). NCCN guidelines thus list temsirolimus as a category 1 recommendation for patients with non-clear-cell carcinoma with poor prognosis features (according to Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center risk criteria), while it remains a category 2A recommendation for patients belonging to other prognostic non-clear-cell risk groups. As discussed previously in the ASPEN 50 and ESPN 51 studies, everolimus does have some activity in this disease and is also listed as an approved therapy for this disease. Like many other tumors, immunotherapy has shown efficacy in renal tumors and is approved for treatment of metastatic ccRCC. 56 Nivolumab, a monoclonal antibody 
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Unclassified renal carcinomas directed against programmed death 1 receptor (PD-1) , has demonstrated improved OS in previously treated patients with advanced RCC compared with everolimus. 57, 58 The role for immunotherapy in non-clear-cell carcinoma is less well defined. Some data suggest that immunotherapy may be effective for unclassified as well as other non-clear-cell RCC histologies. For instance, the ARCC study 55 demonstrated some activity for interferon-α in this disease, though with modest benefits only. High-dose interleukin-2 has also demonstrated modest activity in patients with sarcomatoid RCC, with an overall response rate of 10% and a complete response rate of 5%. 59 Case reports [60] [61] [62] also support the use of nivolumab in non-clear RCC patients. Recently, a more comprehensive retrospective analysis was reported from six centers in the United States, evaluating 41 patients treated with nivolumab of which 14 had unclassified RCC. A total of 35 patients were evaluable for response, 7 (20%) had a partial response, and 10 (29%) had stable disease. No patients experienced a complete response. These data support the NCCN guidelines which include nivolumab therapy for non-clear RCC.
Chemotherapy plays a role in the management of a subset of aggressive non-clear-cell RCCs including sarcomatoid RCCs, CDCs, and RMCs. The potential role for chemotherapy in unclassified RCC is untested and at this time is not recommended outside of a clinical trial.
Increasingly the non-clear-cell RCCs are being further subdivided into separate, pathologically distinct groups regarding treatment recommendations. The pathogenic drivers appear to be distinctly different, leading to differences in optimal treatment strategies. For instance, MET alterations drive pRCC 63 and MET-targeted treatments have demonstrated significant clinical activity in pRCC. 64 This led to the development of SWOG1500 which is designed to identify the optimal first-line MET-targeted therapy in pRCC.
Conclusion
While the unclassified RCCs present a formidable diagnostic approach, the genomic data available from The Cancer Genome Atlas and other studies provide insights into the molecular characteristics of this disease and potentially actionable targets. The molecular analysis of 62 unclassified renal cancers by Chen et al 41 found recurrent alterations in many key and potentially targetable pathways in unclassified RCCs. These include CHECK2 alterations or PBRM1 alterations (potentially respond to checkpoint inhibitors), ALK translocations (ALK-targeted therapies), and ATM/BRCA2 alterations (PARP inhibitors), as examples. For unclassified RCCs, underlying molecular alterations may guide treatment decisions, expanding the scope of precision medicine for unclassified RCCs in the future, though these targets need to be tested in clinical trials.
